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racteristics of twisted bilayer
graphene quantum dots in the absence of periodic
moiré potential

Xiangyue Liu, a Xian Wang,b Shengping Yu,c Guangzhao Wang,d Bing Li,a

Tiantian Cui,a Zhaoyang Lou*a and Hong Ge *a

Recent studies have documented a rich phenomenology in twisted bilayer graphene (TBG), which is

significantly relevant to interlayer electronic coupling, in particular to the cases under an applied electric

field. While polarizability measures the response of electrons against applied fields, this work adopts

a unique strategy of decomposing global polarizability into distributional contributions to access the

interlayer polarization in TBG, as a function of varying twisting angles (q). Through the construction of

a model of twisted graphene quantum dots, we assess distributional polarizability at the first-principles

level. Our findings demonstrate that the polarizability perpendicular to the graphene plates can be

decomposed into intralayer dipoles and interlayer charge-transfer (CT) components, the latter of which

provides an explicit measurement of the interlayer coupling strength and charge transfer potential. Our

analysis further reveals that interlayer polarizability dominates the polarizability variation during twisting.

Intriguingly, the largest interlayer polarizability and CT driven by an external field occur in the misaligned

structures with a size-dependent small angle corresponding to the first appearance of AB stacking,

rather than the well-recognized Bernal structures. A derived equation is then employed to address the

size dependence on the angle corresponding to the largest values in interlayer polarizability and CT. Our

investigation not only characterizes the CT features in the interlayer polarizability of TBG quantum dots,

but also sheds light on the existence of the strongest interlayer coupling and charge transfer at small

twist angles in the presence of an external electric field, thereby providing a comprehensive

understanding of the novel properties of graphene-based nanomaterials.
1. Introduction

Graphene-based geometries, including monolayers, bilayers,
and multilayers, have great potential for use in photo-
electromagnetic devices due to their attractive properties.1–3

Intriguingly, the properties of bilayer graphene (BG) change
profoundly at a relative twist angle between two component
layers, so-called twisted bilayer graphene (TBG), resulting in
a variety of interesting phenomena of superconductivity,4–6

correlated insulators,7,8 moiré bands and Hofstadter's buttery
spectra,9 van Hove singularities (VHSs),10 etc. These unique
properties are highly relevant to the strong interlayer coupling,
which has been expounded in depth through numerous
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theoretical investigations.11–13 Interlayer rotation, leading to
various stacking patterns to form periodic moiré potential,
signicantly affects the interlayer coupling and thus determines
the physical properties of TBG. However, many applications of
bulk graphene are thwarted by possessing a zero bandgap.14–16

Actually, when 2D graphene sheets are converted into 0D
quantum dots (QDs), to a certain extent, it extends varieties of
characteristic properties and new phenomena owing to the
remarkable size- and shape-dependent energy levels in elec-
tronic structure and optical absorption or emission spectra
induced by the quantum connement and edge effects.17–19

Recent advances in the exploration of graphene quantum
dots (GQDs) have indicated their extensive potential as
distinctive physicochemical and biological entities, serving as
a novel platform in various elds including nanomedicine,
biotechnology, cancer therapy and quantum information
processing,20–23 etc. Specically, GQDs, owing to their excellent
biocompatibility, are ideal imaging probes in diverse modalities
of bioimaging, such as uorescence, in vivo optical and nuclear
magnetism imaging.24,25 In addition, compounded with rapid
response of photoluminescence-based GQDs and photo-
stability, GQDs have emerged as promising biosensors for ion
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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and small molecule detection, and as diagnostic platforms
platform.26,27 Furthermore, GQDs exhibit high photothermal
conversion ability in addition to intrinsic photoluminescence
properties, enables their application in tumor imaging and
tracking in cancer therapy.28 The small size of GQDs facilitates
their rapid clearance from the body, thereby demonstrating
excellent biosafety.29 Varieties of functional groups on the edge
of GQDs can be integrated with therapeutics and targeting
ligands. Moreover, the sp2-hybridized carbon in the lattice
allows therapeutic molecules to be restricted to the planes of the
GQDs, which promotes the drug loading capacity and enhances
the efficiency of drug release. It can be thus applied to bio-
sensing, including photodynamic therapy, drug delivery and
gene delivery.28,30,31 In particular, considerable attention has
been focused on the development of efficient radiosensitizers
with low toxicity in radiation therapy (RT). Radiosensitizer can
release the hypoxia in the tumor area through augment the
reactive oxygen species (ROS) formation and DNA damages that
signicantly enhance the radiation treatment. Nevertheless, the
clinical application of many conventional metal radio-
sensitizers with a high atomic number such as gold and gado-
linium nanomaterials still faces many obstacles, particularly
the high preparation cost, complicated purication technology
and systemic toxicity.32 Recently, the non-metal GQDs with
highly augmented photoluminescence properties and biocom-
patibility has received remarkable scientic attentions as
a promising radiosensitizer in the eld of RT. Abundant surface
oxygen-containing groups facilitate the overproduction of ROS
and mitochondrial damage, thereby promoting the radiation
response.33,34 Consequently, constructing, functionalizing, and
doping GQDs are essential for their impact on biological, elec-
tronic, magnetic, and optical properties.

Numerous investigations have been conducted on GQDs-
based systems with a focus on their diverse properties of
monolayer and bilayer graphene quantum dots (BG
QDs).2,3,19,24,35–37 Themanipulation of the particular properties of
these materials can be achieved through various means, such as
altering and controlling the relative twist between two stacked
GQD akes, which results in the emergence of exotic physico-
chemical properties, quasi-crystalline order, and emergent
correlated effects. For instance, Berashevich et al.38 applied two
stacked graphene akes by an interlayer twist to investigate the
interlayer coupling of TBG akes, nding that repulsion,
decoupling and enhanced coupling appear at different exact
twist angle. Mirzakhani et al.39 investigated the effect of twisting
angle on the energy levels of TBG QDs at the absence of
magnetic eld, demonstrating that the dependence between the
electronic structures and stacking patterns. In addition to
interlayer twist, the introduction of an external electric eld
perpendicular to the BG QDs layers is also an effective tool to
manipulate the interaction coupling effect and the charge
rearrangement between the constituent layers. Many desirable
properties of bilayer graphene and its QDs are induced at an
external electric eld,7,8,40–43 which can be detected, controlled
and measured by experiments. In recent years, signicant
progresses in preparation and characterization on TBG QDs
have become available. Many experiments have synthesized BG
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
by physicochemical methods,44,45 to gain their QDs by cutting
techniques,46,47 and to precisely control their interlayer twist
angle.48

Polarizability serves as a valuable tool to explore the
electron response to an external eld, thereby enabling the
study of response behavior of bilayer graphene quantum dots
with a relative interlayer twist to an external electric eld. In
order to evaluating the competitive relationship between the
intra- and inter-layer contributions upon the external applied
eld, a polarizability partitioning scheme is adopted based
on density functional theory calculations, decomposing the
total polarizability into atomic contributions – namely, intra-
and inter-layer counterparts of polarizability.49 The TBG QDs
twist angle dependences of, energy, band gap, charge ow
behavior and polarization, including total, intra- and inter-
layer parts, and atomic charge variation induced by an
external eld, are analyzed systematically in this work. Our
investigation on the size- and interlayer twist-mediated
polarizability characteristics in TBG QDs demonstrates that
controlling the stacking pattern of layered-materials is
a serviceable pathway to realize fascinating physicochemical
and biological properties and provide a deep insight on
design of novel graphene-based devices to further extend
their applications.

2. Methodology

In this study, we utilize four coronene-based monolayer GQDs
composed of 13, 37, 73, and 121 carbon atoms, each with 9, 15,
21, and 27 terminal hydrogen atoms, to construct twisted
bilayer GQDs, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each monolayer contains
a single valence electron and is situated parallel to the xy plane.
The inuence of interlayer distances on the strength of inter-
layer coupling has been discussed in previous work.49,50 It is
worth noting that an optimized interlayer distance of approxi-
mately 3.34 Å (ref. 51 and 52) is adopted to the xed GQDs
samples in experiments. Consequently, we treat the GQDs with
an equilibrium interlayer distance of 3.34 Å in the following
calculations. Compared to the stationary bottom layer, the top
layer of the quantum dot (QD) is rotated by an angle q around
one of the carbon (C) atoms located in the central six-membered
ring, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The constructed interlayer twist
congurations are created by xing the bottom layer and
twisting the opposite layer about the carbon atoms of the
innermost cycle from 0° to 60° at an interval of 1°, which are
respectively denoted as TBG44, TBG104, TBG188 and TBG296

depending on their total number of atoms. The stacking
patterns vary with twisting, which are categorized as AA, SP and
AB stackings. One corresponds to AA stacking, where the C
atoms in the top layer is right above the atoms in bottom layer.
In the AB stacking, atoms in top layer position above the center
of six-rings in the bottom layer. Meanwhile, the SP stacking
pattern is considered as the intermediate between AA and AB
stackings. Fig. 1(b) depicts the optimized geometrical TBG
systems with different sizes at q = 0° (AA stacking) and 60° (full-
AB stacking). Similar models were built in ref. 49 and 50 in
which the monomers are extended phenalenyls, and the
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23590–23600 | 23591



Fig. 1 (a) Top and side view of a twisted bilayer graphene quantum dot (TBG QD) characterized by a specific twisting angle denoted as q. (b) The
top-view diagram of the four constructed TBGN configurations with a twist angle of q = 0° and 60°, named AA and AB stacking patterns
respectively. Blue and red balls represent carbon atoms of different component layers respectively.
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rotation axis passes through the center of the innermost six-
membered ring.

All the rst-principles calculation results presented in this
paper are evaluated within the spin-polarized density functional
theory (DFT) framework, as implemented in Gaussian 16
package,53 including the geometric optimization, energetic and
electronic properties under the effect of the external electrical
eld. The inuence and reliability of dispersion correction for
functional and the diffuse functions for basis set on the polar-
izability of GQDs have been explored in ref. 49 and 54. “To
accurately describe the long-range and van der Waals interlayer
coupling in the twisted bilayer structures of different sizes, the
functional CAM-B3LYP55 including long-range correction and
Grimme's D3 correction56 and the standard Gaussian-type basis
set 6-31G(d,p)57 are employed to study the TBG QDs with
different sizes.

Electron delocalization in a layered conguration has two
origins, intra and inter contributions respectively. The intra-
23592 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23590–23600
layer part derives from electron redistribution on two sides of
the layer. The inter-layer part involves the overlap of electron
cloud of the two layers, or electron ow between them. To
differentiate the intra- and inter-layer contribution counter-
parts, a polarizability partitioning scheme has been developed
to decompose the total polarizability into distributional
contributions. The TBG QD is decomposed into two parts, the
top and the bottom contributions, along their symmetric xy
plane. One has

azz = aPzz,T + apzz,B + aQzz (1)

where aP denotes the intra-layer polarizability and aQ the inter-
layer polarizability. B and T denote the bottom and top layers,
respectively. Both the intra- and inter-layer polarizability are
evaluated with a nite eld approach. The eld strength is
adopted 0.001 a.u., which produces adequate accuracy in
numerical differentiation.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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(4)

and

mQi,z = r0i,zqi = r0i,z
Ð
wi(r)r(r)dr (5)

where r(r) is the electron density at r, r0i is the position of atom i,
and qi is the atomic net charge. Additionally, r0i (r) is the pre-
molecular density. Based on Hirshfeld approach,58 the elec-
tron density can be divided into atomic contribution, in which
the density is partitioned according to a weight factor (wi)
calculated from r0i (r) of the individual atoms.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Conguration stability and intrinsic electronic property

Before elucidating the polarizability characteristics, it is essen-
tial to delve into relative structural stability of TBG QDs with
diverse size. The relative energy of TBGN systems is signicantly
dependent on the interlayer twisting. Taking the structure of q
= 0° as a reference, Fig. 2(a) displays the dependence of the
twist angle on the average relative energy (DEave) of TBG QDs
between untwisted and twisted structures. For each size, it is
found that the highest energy of DEave is located at the
untwisting point (q = 0°), corresponding to the full-AA stacking
pattern, and the energy decreases rapidly as the angle twists
away from q= 0°. It is found thatDEave of TBG44, TBG104, TBG188

and TBG296 decreases to the rst local minimum (qE) around
41°, 22°, 15° and 11°, respectively. qE decreases with increasing
of the TBG QD size. Aer qE, DEave remains conspicuous
Fig. 2 (a) The variation diagram of the average relative energy (DEave) of
from 0° to 60°. (b) Variation of the HOSO–LOSO gap (D3) of TBG QDs v

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
oscillations until q = 60°, at which the full-AB stacking (Bernal
structure) with the lowest energy is achieved. During interlayer
twisting, the number of local minima of DEave varies with QD
size. Specically, there is 1, 2, 3 and 4 local minima points of the
average relative energy for the TBG44, TBG104, TBG188 and
TBG296 systems, respectively. For instance, the TBG188 structure
has a relative local minimum DEave value that exists simulta-
neously at q = 15°, 35° and 60°. Meanwhile, the differences
between those local energy minima and maxima values are
approximately the same for all the given sizes. Moreover, the QD
model with the smallest size has the most stable structure at qE
rather than q = 60° due to the strong effect of the terminal
hydrogen atoms. While for TBG104, the DEave values corre-
sponding to q = qE and 60° are almost equal. And for the other
two congurations with larger sizes, the DEave reaches the
greatest negative value at q = 60°, indicating that the terminal
effect deceases with QD size. The results are in good agreement
with the previous reports that full-AB stacking is the most stable
stacking pattern for bilayer graphene.38,59,60 The DEave variation
is similar to those found in the phenalenyl-based models.50

Using high-level ab initio calculations, Cui et al.61 computed the
interaction energy of TBG44 in both the singlet and triplet states,
nding that the energy landscape depends closely on the elec-
tron conguration and interlayer distance. While the minima
occur at 0° and 60° in the singlet state, the energy peaks at 0° in
the triplet state and decreases with the twist angle. The poten-
tial of energy surface becomes at at q = 30, 45 and 60°. Our
ndings suggest that in addition to the well-known Bernal
structures, there are many analogous local energy minima for
TBG QDs with different sizes in the process of interlayer
twisting. That is, the stabilities of TBG QDs at some immediate
angles can be compared to that of the most stable Bernal
structures.

Furthermore, the implementation of an interlayer twist in
the BG QD structures has been established as a convenient
method to manipulate their intrinsic electronic characteristics.
Fig. 2(b) illustrates the evolutions in the energy gap (D3)
between the highest occupied spin-orbitals (HOSO) and the
lowest unoccupied spin-orbital (LUSO) of the TBGN systems
with increasing rotation angle, ranging from 0° to 60°. Our
TBGN (N = 44, 104, 188 and 296) as a function of the rotation angle q

ersus twist angle.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23590–23600 | 23593
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results clearly demonstrate that the band gaps of the all four
studied sizes have an obvious twisting dependence, in which
the variation trends have a six-fold rotating symmetry with
a mirror symmetry of q = 30°. Therefore, we can clearly obtain
the twist and size dependence of band gap when an interlayer
rotation in the range from 0° to 30° is exerted, which plays
a signicant role in practical engineering of the unique func-
tionality of TBG QDs-based optoelectronic devices. The D3 of
TBGN increases rapidly upon twist, and then reaches their
varieties of local minima and maxima, among which the
number of local maxima is 1, 2, 3 and 4 for TBG44, TBG104,
TBG188 and TBG296, respectively. At this point, D3 reaches the
rst local maximum (qg) at approximately 30°, 17°, 12° and 9°
for the four models, with the respective value of 4.37, 3.27, 2.86
and 2.81 eV. The size-dependent band gap can be attributed to
the weak quantum connement effect in the QD systems with
larger size, leading to a reduction in D3 with increasing QD size.
Furthermore, D3 of TBG44 maintains a continuously rising trend
with the increasing twisting angle when q deviates from 0°, and
displays a downward trend once q is exceeds 30°, that the values
of D3 are larger than those of other larger sizes at varying
rotation angles. For the other three sizes, the local minima
values are almost identical for corresponding size except for q =
0° and 60°, and the similar trend is observed for the local
maxima, while the difference of D3 among TBG104, TBG188 and
TBG296 decreases with QD size. The above results reveal that the
intrinsic electronic properties of TBG QDs depends strongly on
Fig. 3 (a–d) The axial polarizability (azz) of the constructed TBG QDs va

23594 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23590–23600
the rotational symmetry as well as twist angle, which regularly
alter the relative positions of carbon atoms between the two
constituent graphene layers.

3.2 Axial polarizability in the direction perpendicular to the
QD plates

The twist angle (q) dependence of the axial polarizability (azz) for
TBG QDs is further investigated to explore the electron response
behavior to an external eld applied in the direction perpen-
dicular to the QDs plane. Fig. 3(a–d) displays the calculated azz

variations of TBGN vs. twist angle. azz increases instantly when q

leaves 0°, arrives at the rst maximum (qP), then reduces rapidly
to a local minimum, and then remains a strong uctuation with
twisting until q = 60°. Obviously, azz strongly depends on twist
angle and QD size. Upon twist, azz reaches the rst peak with
maximum value of 107, 268, 492 and 778 a.u. for TBG44, TBG104,
TBG188 and TBG296, respectively, suggesting that the con-
structed TBG QDs are the mesoscopic systems with marked
quantum size effect that the corresponding azz is much stronger
with the QDs size increasing. What's more, qP of those four sizes
locates at about 32°, 18°, 12° and 9°, respectively, decreasing
with the increase of QD size. Besides the effect on the magni-
tude of azz, QD size also has a strong effect on polarizability
uctuations during twist. The number of azz local minima/
maxima varies regularly with the change of the QD size, which
corresponds to 1, 2, 3 and 4 for TBG44, TBG104, TBG188 and
TBG296, respectively. For TBG188 and TBG296 bilayers, the
ries as a function of twist angle (q).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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amplitude of following uctuations gradually increases with the
increasing rotation angles aer reaching the largest polariz-
ability at qP.

In general, the transition of HOSO and LUSO states from q =

0° to q= qP implies the electron density rearrangement between
electron donor to electron acceptor states. The relative
displacement of carbon atoms between the two constituent
layers induced by the interlayer rotation allows for the diverse
interlayer stacking patterns in TBG QDs, in which q = qP

corresponds to the immediate stacking order between the full-
AA and full-AB structures. The dependence of HOSO and
LUSO displacements on the electric eld direction implies that
the orbital distribution between the two layers of twisted gra-
phene quantum dots is non-uniform. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the
distribution of HOSO and LUSO orbitals (Kohn–Sham orbitals)
of TBG104 at 0° and qP rotation angles under the presence of an
external electric eld, which can be attributed to the interlayer
coupling effect in TBG congurations. The HOSO and LUSO of
both twisted and untwisted structures are mainly contributed
by the C-pz orbitals on the conjugated carbon rings. In the case
of AA stacking (q = 0°), the pz orbitals of one layer interact with
those of the other layer. Interlayer coupling is weaker due to the
forbidden overlap of the HOSO in stacked TBG materials with
opposite phases. Conversely, interlayer coupling is stronger due
to the allowed overlap of the LUSO in stacked TBG with identical
phases. When the twist angle is qp, the pz orbitals of the upper
layer moves towards the six-membered ring of the lower layer,
forming a favorable p–p interaction that enhances interlayer
coupling. In the twisted structure, signicant interlayer orbital
overlap is observed for both the HOSO and LOSO states distri-
butions. In the twisted structure, the interlayer coupling
resulting from p–p interactions reduces the HOSO and
enhances the LUSO, leading to further separation between the
HOSO–LUSO. As a result, the twisted structure has a larger D3
value compared to the non-twisted structure, conrmed by
Fig. 2(b). Overall, an interlayer rotation is mainly responsible for
Fig. 4 (a) The distribution of HOSO and LUSO orbitals for TBG104 system

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the energy gap transition through changing the charge density
overlapping, originating from a decrease of the energy level of
HOSO and an increase of the energy level of LOSO states.
Fig. 4(b) also clearly shows the congurations of the given four
TBG QDs with a twist angle of qP.

Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows the average axial polarizability�
azz;

azz

N

�
of TBGN. The azz value of TBG44 is much smaller than

that of those three larger structures. The enhanced azz can be
observed in the other three larger TBGN, which implies that
those three sizes in the z-direction possess promoted ability of
electron rearrangement under an external electric eld. azz at qP
increases with increases of QD size, while the difference
decreases with size. In addition to the rst peak, the rest of local
maxima/minima of azz for TBG104, TBG188 and TBG296 coincide
in some twist angles varying with size, showing small difference
among them. The phenalenyl-based models49 exhibit similar
at q = 0° and qP. (b) The equilibrium configurations of TBG QDs at qp.

twist angle (q).

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23590–23600 | 23595
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variation in azz; although the polarizability components are to
some extent different in magnitude. It is understandable that
the unpaired electrons exhibit a different delocalization effect
from those in a closed shell, which usually leads to different
polarization responses.

Interestingly, az and its azz reach the largest value at size-
dependent qp, corresponding to the rst occurrence of AB
stacking in the outmost cycle. In this case, the GQD's diameter
(D) and its corresponding location for the appearance of largest
azz (qp) can be used the following geometry relation:49

D ¼ d

sinðq=2Þ (6)

where d is the carbon bond length. Using eqn (6), the twist angle
with largest az appears for those three larger GQD models can
then be predicted as 16.4°, 11.0° and 8.2°, matching well with
the calculated values of 18°, 12° and 9°, as shown in Fig. 3. It is
evident that for larger size quantum dots, the given geometric
relation can predict more accurately the twist angle corre-
sponding to the appearance of the largest peak of azz:

3.3 Decomposed intra- and interlayer polarizability

Interlayer coupling is crucial for many intriguing novel prop-
erties of twisted bilayer graphene, especially under an external
electric eld. Actually, interlayer polarizability is an important
knob to explore the interlayer coupling when an external led is
perpendicularly applied to the stacking plane of TBG. Intra-
layer polarization is derived from the charge redistribution on
Fig. 6 (a–d) The intralayer polarizability (aPzz, red) and interlayer part (aQzz

23596 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23590–23600
both sides of each layer, while the interlayer polarization comes
from electron redistribution between constituent layers. The
decomposed intra- and interlayer components, aPzz and aQzz, of
TBGN are shown in Fig. 6. aPzz has a large value but slight vari-
ations during twisting, reducing by 0.61%, 1.63%, 2.36% and
2.58% for TBG44, TBG104, TBG188 and TBG296, respectively,
indicting the intralayer part dominates in azz but keeps almost
unchanged during twist. It is surprising that aQzz increases by
46.52, 58.25, 63.42 and 65.86%, respectively, and remains
almost similar trend as well as possesses the same local maxima
and minima with those of azz. Taking the largest size as an
example, aQzz increases rapidly at small q, comes to its rst peak
at 9°, drops and reaches the rst minimum at about 15°,
thereaer, arrives at other local maxima (22°, 37° and 52°) and
minima (30°, 45° and 60°). Similar variations also occur for the
phenalenyl-based models.49 It is evident that both of the varia-
tion gradients of aPzz and aQzz relative to untwisted structures
increase with size, showing high dependency on QD size. The
result manifests that the variation of axial polarizability in the z
direction is dominated by interlayer counterpart during
rotating. The enhanced interlayer polarization highly depends
on the stacking patterns.

Upon twisting, the relative displacements of carbon atoms in
the opposite layer result in various stacking patterns with
diverse interlayer couplings. For full-AA stacking, carbon atoms
sit right above the carbon atoms in the opposite layer, resulting
in the strongest interlayer repulsion and the smallest aQzz. Once q
stays away from 0°, the carbon atoms in the outmost cycle
, blue) of TBG as functional of twist angle.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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gradually move to the center of the six-membered ring, making
the weakening of repulsive interaction and increasing of inter-
layer attraction. aQzz reaches the largest value at qp when AB
stacking rstly appears at the outmost cycle to being a mixture
of AA, SP and AB stackings. Aer qp, the coupling becomes more
complexed because the next outmost and other cycles begin to
form AB stacking. Especially, aQzz at q = 60° is a local minimum
rather than a maximum, indicating that aQzz is not just deter-
mined by van der Waals interaction, but other electronic
coupling. Therefore, the mixing proportion of AA, SP and AB
stackings is crucial for the interlayer coupling of TBG QDs
owing to the absence of periodic moiré potential.

3.4 Average atomic charge (dq/dF) from inner to outmost
cycle

According to eqn (2)–(5), one can decompose the interlayer
polarization into atomic contributions. Because mPi,z is
coordinate-related, it can be dened as follow:

g = dqi/dFz (7)

gave ¼
XN
i

dqi
�
dFz; (8)

where g represents the variation of the net charge of atom i
driven by an external electric eld. dqi and dFz denote the vari-
ation of the net charge of ith atom and the external eld,
respectively. N is the total number of the atoms in each cycle.
Fig. 7 (a–d) Averaged atomic g of each cycle of TBGN as functional of t
grouped into 3, 5, 7 and 9 cycles respectively, distinguished by color.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
gave is the average g in each cycle. Actually, g is a crucial term in
azz, which is thus applied to evaluate the atomic contribution to
aQzz. Each layer of the four constructed TBGN models can be
decomposed into 2m + 1 (m = 1, 2, 3, 4) cycles, respectively.
Fig. 7 presents the gave of each cycle for the structures of q = 0–
60°. For those four sizes, each cycle of gave variation increases
upon twist, in which innermost and second innermost cycles
show a little different trend for corresponding larger three sizes
of azz and aQzz, while other cycles have the similar trends. At
a specic QD size, the outmost cycle possesses the largest gave

and the next outmost cycle is the second largest, while that of
the other cycles present small difference among them during
twist. For example, largest gave in the innermost cycle is found
at q = 32°, 45°, 48° and 51° for TBG44, TBG104, TBG188 and
TBG296, with the value of 0.10, 0.13, 0.15, 0.16 a.u., respectively,
while largest gave in the outermost cycle appears to q = qp,
whose values are 0.25, 0.33, 0.37 and 0.40 a.u., respectively.

In order to deeply investigate the atomic contribution to
aQzz, TBG296 is selected to proceed further analyze. Fig. 8 depicts
the twist angle dependence on the carbon atomic g of this
system. g for all the atoms presents the similar trend with
aQzz until around q= qp. Thereaer, g for some atoms have much
different trends with that of aQzz. It is noted that the g variations
for most atoms are multifarious at larger twist angle (q > 35°).
For example, at q = 60°, some atoms in the outmost cycle have
smallest g, while some atoms have largest g, even higher than
that of at q = qp. The results demonstrate that aQzz highly relies
wist angle. The TBG44, TBG104, TBG188 and TBG296 configurations are

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23590–23600 | 23597



Fig. 8 (a) Presents the top layer of TBG296 with the labelled atom number. (b–j) The atomic g of TBG296 in the top layer of cycle 1#–cycle 9# with
twisting.

Fig. 9 The atomic g (in a.u.) of in the top and bottom layer of (a) TBG44, (b) TBG104, (c) TBG188 and (d) TBG296 at q = 0° (left) and qp (right).
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on the relative atomic position. Furthermore, Fig. 9 displays the
g for carbon atoms of TBGN at q = 0° and qp. Atoms in different
cycles have different g, which has similar values in the inner
cycle in addition to the outmost and its next cycles. And in the
same cycle g shows small difference. g at q= 0° is much smaller
than that of q = qp, and g inclined to promote with size. The g

variations in Fig. 7–9 demonstrate that the magnitude of g is
strongly depend on the location of atom relative to the center
and its stacking pattern with respect to six-membered ring in
opposite layer. Atoms closer to the AA stacking tend to have
smaller g, while those closer to AB stacking and/or atoms in the
outmost cycles tend to have larger g.
23598 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 23590–23600
4. Conclusion

In summary, we have carried out an in-depth theoretical
investigation regarding the characteristic of interlayer polariz-
ability and charge transfer in twisted bilayer graphene quantum
dots driven by an external electric eld. Our nding indicate
that a relatively stable stacking pattern exists, which possesses
the largest polarizability and its interlayer part, in contrast to
the well-known Bernal stackings. The variation trends of band
gap for the four studied sizes exhibit a six-fold rotating
symmetry with a mirror symmetry of q = 30°. Furthermore,
a quantity, aQzz, is dened from electron density decomposition
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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and used to measure the interlayer polarizability effectively,
dominating the variation of total polarizability with twisting
angle. We have also veried the eld-driven charge ow from
one layer to another layer through the variations in aQzz. azz and
aQzz, and charge transfer driven by an external eld nd their
minimum at q = 0° and largest values at size-dependent qp,
which is corresponding to the AB stacking rstly appears at
outmost cycle. By utilizing a derived equation with the relation
between the GQD's diameter and twist angle, one can obtain the
corresponding location for the appearance of largest azz, a

Q
zz and

charge transfer. This allows one to predict the size of a TBG
sample from the “magic angle” at which phenomena related to
the largest polarizability appear. Moreover, our investigation
also revealed that the largest atomic g value is achieved at the
outmost cycle for a specic angle and QD size. Our investigation
on the size- and interlayer twist-mediated electric structure,
polarizability and charge transfer characteristics in TBG QDs
demonstrates that controlling the stacking pattern of layered-
materials is a serviceable pathway to realize fascinating physi-
cochemical and biological properties. Finally, similar twist-
driven variations are noted for the coronene- and phenalenyl-
based models. This study provides a deep theoretical insight
on design and optimization of novel graphene-based devices to
further extend their applications.
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